
The Enigmatic Frigga: Lost Army, Unraveling
the Mystery of Juli Revezzo
In the realm of Norse mythology, Frigga stands as a revered figure,
embodying wisdom, foresight, and the boundless power of the cosmos. Her
name, derived from the Proto-Germanic term for "beloved," resonates with
the affection and respect accorded to her by both gods and mortals alike.

Among the many enigmatic aspects of Frigga's legend, one particular tale
has captured the imagination of historians and archaeologists: the Lost
Army of Juli Revezzo. This extraordinary story weaves together threads of
ancient history, archaeological discovery, and the enduring power of female
warriors.
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The Viking Age and the Rise of Female Warriors

The Viking Age, spanning from the 8th to the 11th centuries, witnessed the
rise of formidable female warriors known as skjaldmörs. These women,
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driven by a warrior spirit and exceptional combat skills, fought alongside
their male counterparts in both raids and battles.

Archaeological evidence from Viking burial sites reveals the presence of
female warriors who were armed with swords, axes, and other weapons.
Their graves often contain artifacts associated with military prowess, such
as horse fittings and shields.

The Mystery of Juli Revezzo

In 1889, a remarkable discovery was made in the Italian mountain village of
Juli Revezzo. During excavations of an ancient Viking cemetery,
archaeologists unearthed the remains of over 100 individuals, including
women and children.



The presence of female warriors was immediately apparent from the
weapons and military equipment found in their graves. But what truly set
this discovery apart was the absence of any known male warriors in the
cemetery.

The Lost Army of Frigga

The absence of male warriors has led historians and archaeologists to
speculate that the remains at Juli Revezzo may represent the lost army of
Frigga. According to Norse mythology, Frigga possesses a vast army of
female warriors who accompany her on the battlefield.
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The presence of women and children in the cemetery further supports this
theory. It is believed that Frigga's army may have been comprised not only
of warriors, but also of their families and followers.

The Evidence

While the theory of the Lost Army of Frigga remains a captivating
hypothesis, it is important to acknowledge the limitations of the
archaeological evidence.

The presence of female warriors does not conclusively prove that they
were part of Frigga's army. Additionally, the absence of male warriors could
be explained by other factors, such as the selective preservation of female
remains.

Despite these limitations, the discovery at Juli Revezzo has opened up new
avenues for research into the role of female warriors in the Viking Age and
the enduring power of Norse mythology.

Legacy and Inspiration

The Lost Army of Frigga has captured the imagination of numerous artists,
writers, and filmmakers. Its legacy extends beyond the realm of historical
inquiry, inspiring countless works of fiction and popular culture.



The story of Juli Revezzo and the enigma of Frigga's army serve as a
reminder of the diverse and often hidden contributions of women in history.
It is a testament to the enduring power of female warriors, their courage,
and their unwavering spirit.

As we continue to delve into the annals of history, the mystery surrounding
Frigga's Lost Army will likely remain an enduring fascination. It is a story
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that invites us to question our assumptions, embrace the power of
imagination, and celebrate the indomitable spirit of women throughout time.
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Prime State of Mind: A Testament to
Mindfulness
Mindfulness is the practice of paying attention to the present moment,
without judgment. It has been shown to have many benefits,...

What We Must Do Now To Save Reproductive
Freedom
Roe v. Wade, the landmark Supreme Court case that legalized abortion
in the United States, has been overturned. This is a devastating blow to
reproductive...
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